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Rise up bakery barre vermont

Rise Up Bakery was in the news. Read about it! Montpelier Bridge - November 17, 2020: Rise Up Bakery Wins Statewide Award Vermont Public Radio - December 16, 2019 - 'A Little Ukrainian Soul' brings new life to Barre Bakery Times Argus history - October 15, 2019 - Rise to the occasion: Bakery with a long history
of rejuvenation Seven Days - July 9, 2019 - Barre's Historic Rise Up Baker Hires Baker Jim Haas Times Argus - August 31, 2018 - Rise - Old Labor Hall celebrates Times Argus historic milestone - January 12, 2018 – Rising up – Granite Street Bakery hopes to be cooked on Times Argus Labor Day – August 31, 2017 –
USDA-sponsored baking project Saturday, December 15, 2018 from 4:00 to 9:00pm Barre Historical Society announces reopening of Bakery building , exactly 105 years from the first opening date. Barre Daily Times, Monday, December 15, 1913: BAKERY ANNEX COMPLETED. Co-operative Store on Granite Street
Has a Good Factory. Light and air are concenc visible features of the new Cooperative Bakery, which opens at the back of the Cooperative shop on Granite Street daily. The to-night bakers association will mix their first batch of bread, and 1,200 loaves of bread, the first outing of one of the most sanitary bakeries in
Vermont, will be commercially ready for morrow. Although it will be run by the directors of the Cooperative shop, the bakery is in a building by itself, a building with solid brick walls measuring 48 x 24 feet, which has been under construction since early fall. The structure is built on a six-foot high cement platform and sits
well back from the street. Excellent water and sewerage connection has been made and the construction and equipment of the building has been carried out with the goal of achieving maximum sanitary conditions. The interior is particularly well lit. During the day, whitewashed walls greatly complement the lighting
facilities and full artificial lighting equipped with a variety of electrical fixtures. No better ventilation can be guaranteed. The walls are broken in some places by spacious shutter holes that can be opened or closed to regulate the temperature. The oven, a model of its kind, is built on the foundation of solid cement. Baking
equipment of the most modern type has been installed and everything will be ready for the first mix at night. In line with the director's policy of ensuring cleanliness, every employee of the bakery from the baker heads down to the less skilled conc helper who is required to remove his street clothes and don a prescribed
outfit as soon as he starts working. Many took the occasion day after day to inspect the association's zones. Among them was Construction Inspector Rand, who said the directors complied with every city ordinance in erecting the bakery. The restored bakery building is now ready for baking. The drainage system has
been heating and electrical systems, and all other facilities have now been installed to wood-burning stove. The bakery has been making pies from start to finish - all right on site. Let the festival begin! The celebrations will begin at old Labor Hall, where the Barre Historical Society will honour all those who helped make
the bakery's innovation possible. Here's the schedule: ♦ 4:00pm - Ribbon Cutting, Slide Show, Special Recognition, Tours of the Bakery ♦ 5:30pm - Bread directly from the wood-burning oven, Finger Food (delicious wood-fired bread served accompanied by various dips and toppings) ♦ 6:30 p.m. – Live Music and
Dancing with Colin McCaffrey, Doug Reid and Don Schabner-three favorite sidemen of Vermont, who will join forces to play swing, blues, country and Western music on guitar Come, share your ideas about Bakery, and help us celebrate For more information: email info@oldlaborhall.org 802-331-0013 to call 802-479-
5600. 46 Granite St., behind Old Labor Hall Barre, VT 05641 Barre/Montpelier 802-331-0013 oldlaborhall.org/bakery-restorat... Hours: closed: Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday Stop by the window of the historic bakery for fresh bread from the oven - pre-rated phone orders at 401-396-6694. Nearly four years of
fundraising and construction brought this historic wood-burning bakery, built in 1913 by granite workers and closed since 1943, back to its original use. Stop by the bakery window to enjoy fresh bread from the oven. Restaurant Features: Takeout (C-19) Price: $ (Less than $12) A Barre bakery that was once at the center
of a strong labor movement in the early 1900s is back in business. The bakery, now owned by the Barre Historical Society, became the first hand-baked loaves in 1913. It serves generations of immigrant quarry workers and stone carers who work hard in the city's granite industry. The large brick kiln was recently rebuilt
as part of a project that included the renovation of Barre Old Labor Hall. The challenge then is to find a skilled baker who wants to rent it and give the place a new life. The search ended with a Vermont living in Ukraine. (On mobile phones? Click here to watch the video). On a recent morning, Jim Haas was working with
motion practice. He rotates quickly, like a basketball player lining up a shot as he slides his shell, a long-handled paddle, in and out of the large wood-burning oven. He loosened two large, dark loafs of bagels onto a table and rapped them with his knuckles. They're done, Haas says, when a hard rap makes bread
resonate like a block of wood. Yep, that one is ready, he said. I just love these breads, I have to tell you. Thick bread is a classic rye bread of northern Germany and Eastern Europe, made at Rise Up Bakery from simple ingredients: whole grains, organic rye flour, sea salt and water. Haas explains that making these This
noodle is a three-day process to get the sourdough to be formulaed and fermented, to cool and slow down overnight, then The loaves of bread, let them rise again and then finally bake them. So many people are excited by this, Haas said. But I said, 'Friends, we're not reinvented the wheel here.' We're doing basically the
same as has been done for 6,000 years. So a lot of people find that fascinating, I'm happy about that. Haas is from Danby. His journey from Rutland County to Ukraine and back to Vermont began with what he figured would be a short adventure abroad. Haas studied Russian at university and was living in Ukraine in the
early 1990s, working at a trading company. He met his wife Larissa there. Both wanted to work in the fledgling Ukrainian organic food sector, and they had the first plan to grind whole grain flour. But Haas says they see people don't really know how to work with it. So he learned some basics of making bread himself and
started a wood-burning bakery as a performance project. And we had a big German wood-burning stove there, he said. I got to it, and really liked it, feeling that I was actually producing a nutritious product for everyone. But first, he and Larissa found that they had to re-establish the taste for these traditional craft breads in
a society where food production has become industrialized. You know, back in Ukraine, there was a long time where people thought it was just old bread, Haas said. They'll say, 'Are you selling this? It's hard as a rock.' We said, 'Oh, you've got to cut it out.' My wife and I have been through a long time educating people
about this. But the business took off, and soon Haas was working 18 hours a day. He baked bread in a village outside the capital, then handed it over to customers in Kiev. Along the way, he has seen two decades of social change in his adopted country, including months-long protests against Russian-backed leaders.
The protests are known by the name of the central square in Kiev, known as the Maidan. I had planned to go there for a year, and one year turned into 28, Haas said. We saw maidan first in 2004, and we saw the second Maidan, very serious and very violent, in '13 and '14. At the same time, we succeeded in launching



Ukraine's first commercial wood-burning bakery. During his years in Ukraine, he and Larissa also raised three sons, now all grown up. But over the past few years there, Haas says he wants a new challenge and he wants to return to the U.S. in part to be closer to his family. He made a trip to the Midwest on
reconnaissance capabilities for a firewood-fired business, but that didn't pan out. Back in Barre, Carolyn Shapiro, a board member of the historic society, led the effort to restore the bakery, raising funds for joint venture contractors, and wrangling. But society must also find a baker who both wants to hire premises and
serve society's educational mission with community workshops and mentoring. So we knew we wanted both of those to happen, Shapiro said. And Jim and Larissa had it. set up a bakery and also trained bakers. So there is one aspect of education that they are also familiar with. Finding Jim and Larissa was
unbelievable, she added. It's like a gift. Some serious serendipity also plays a part. The Barre Historical Society enlisted Vermont bakers in their search. The Vermonters put an announcement on a news guild cake that Haas - who was then looking for an opportunity to move back to the United States - watched in Kiev.
The letters from the bakers' guild's listserv were coming out in such numbers, after a while, I was just starting to delete them, he said. I said, 'I just don't have any chance to read these.' But that I just stopped and rolled up, and then Vermont jumped out of me, like cars... So yes, here we are, standing here, next to this
nice hot oven. And the community is reacting. In an interview with VPR, Haas received an order for 14 dozen Italian dinner rolls from the Mutuo Association, a Barre organization founded in 1906 as a mutual support society for Italian immigrants. Now, it is known mainly for its wonderful dinner. Haas said he was a little
worried that his roll wouldn't hold up to the standards established by Batista Fumagalli, the baker who first worked at the place. So the first couple of deliveries there, I was a little intimidated by it, he said. And then, the word came back, some of the old timed sets there that remembered his scrolling, [they] said, 'This is
just fine.' So we call them Italian fumagalli rolls. Larissa, Haas's partner, points out that the bread made here is also international in a different way. The beginning for sourdough comes from the Carpathian Mountains of Ukraine. Jim went to the mountains, took the spring water, and flour, mixed it up, and started souring
this right on top of the mountain, she said. So we take it with us here, and we bake with it. So it has a little Ukrainian soul in every loaf of bread. President Trump's involvement with Ukraine is at the center of a constitutional confrontation with Congress. But both Larissa and Jim Haas said American politics mattered little
to ordinary Ukrainians. Their main worry is that ending the war with Russia has claimed the lives of 13 million people. Jim Haas said he had lost track of the funerals he had witnessed in his village. You know, the cars move slowly, and there will be a carriage with a coffin and helmet on top and a picture of a young man's
face, he said. These are the people who are fighting to this day. Here in Vermont, Haas' focus is on new bakeries and expanding their customer circles. The couple plans to return to the community with bread-making workshops and a mentoring program for young people who want to learn the baking business. In the
meantime, they sell bread at a local grocery store, Montpelier products, and at the bakery's shop window. Larissa says she loves seeing social connections that people when they place an order. And they're talking, even after they buy bread, they communicate with each other, 'Oh, say hello to your mom.' It was a small
hive - it turned out to be. It's fun.
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